Manufacture of products for specific uses

Not provided for elsewhere

Class here interdisciplinary works on handicrafts

Class repairs of household equipment by members of household in 643.7. Class manufacture of a product based on a specific branch of engineering with the branch of engineering in 620, e.g., military engineering 623, manufacture of motor vehicles 629.2; except for products provided for in 681–688, class manufacture of products of a specific material with the material in 671–679, e.g., manufacture of steel pipes 672.832, but manufacture of steel toys 688.72

For artistic handicraft work, see 745.5

See Manual at 671–679 vs. 680; also at 680 vs. 745.5

SUMMARY

681  Precision instruments and other devices
682  Small forge work (Blacksmithing)
683  Hardware, weapons, household appliances
684  Furnishings and home workshops
685  Leather and fur goods, and related products
686  Printing and related activities
687  Clothing and accessories
688  Other final products, and packaging technology